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THE PARENTS’ UNION SCHOOL
by the Chief Examiner
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Relevance
This main purpose of education leads to the second great principle

that of Relevance. Prizes and penalties, together with personal likes
and dislikes, are all irrelevant to the subject in hand

;

whether it be the
study of a plant or picture, or of an episode in history, or of a
mathematical process, or of a straight bat in cricket. True learning is

a natural food which the growing child will take up and assimilate and
never lose.

Narration
Never lose—that brings me to the third point, the telling-back of

whatever has been studied in class or in the field. Others have stressed

the importance of a child's personality, and the need for relevance is

self-evident—despite the wide use still of marks and rewards and punish-

ments : but the Parents' Union School is unique in its strong insistence

on the narration by the child of facts and thoughts just put before him,

for then they will be never lost; not stored in his memory, but part of

him.

This method of assimilation belongs closely to the emphasis that the

great psychologist, Professor William James, put on doing something

about a fresh living experience
—

‘if it is only giving up your seat in a

bus on your way home from a fine concert,' he said. Or you wou d

tell some friend about it eagerly.

A youngster, John, I once met (on paper) had been deeply moved by

the death of Harold at Hastings, and he told it back vividly, ending

upon a sigh with ‘ poor man!’ He had made that story h.s own

in the telling of it back, and it would stay with him for S°°
(

d
-

.

Or, again, I recall an essay by a girl of seventeen on Sw&* m

which she came to the judgment that the best service
^ tQ fin(J

sacrifice the self. It is an old story, that ,™u
,

t ver.

oneself; but Jenny, as she thought about it, did more than repeat^
bally what had been discussed in class or in books, as
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on closely to Charlotte Mason's devotion

Derson ? Both John and Jenny spoke from their real selves.

You can see it again in the way the grasp of the Earth s motion, of

an animal’s life, of a picture seen, take their place quite naturally in the

m"nd of the child who has quietly attended to them, and ass.milated

them by telling them back in his own words.

RE
Tpotnt of procedure which Miss Mason long wanted and which has

now been adopted was that numerical marks should be abolished.

She said

:

‘We feel it desirable to obviate examination marks altogether; but

it is necessary that parents should have some means of judging

whether their children are or are not making satisfactory progress,

and this information is best given by means of marks which represent,

not a numerical value, but a remark, such as “good”, “fair”,

“excellent”, etc.

‘No class lists in order of merit are published or kept. The marks
assigned to a scholar for any set of papers show whether he is above
or below the average for his age and form, but have no relative place

value. But in order that there may be no undue pressure on the part

of the scholar to obtain marks to the neglect of interest in knowledge,
the maximum marks are given, not to the best papers, but to papers
showing quite satisfactory progress for the age and form of the pupil.’

These ideas are now embodied in remarks without any figures,
actually more explicit than the single words she suggested : and the
examiner sums up the papers as a whole with a general comment at the
end.

Things and Books
Lastly there are Miss Mason’s views on the use of things and books.

She wanted immediate contact with things themselves, on "the one hand,
with nature, pencil or brush, needle or a tool

;
and, on the other hand,
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ship in the school.
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’ helP in the home, and leader-

Books
As to the bookwork p-reai- naino i

Mason’s ideals, despite difficulties When^HV3"7 °Ut Char,ot te

(precious ones like the Buckley Science s!i
b°°ks go out of P r'>"t
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Programmes
The programmes for the comine term m„«t H, i ,

the greatest care. The setting nf tiH, .•
1Ust

r
worked out with

schools which have arranged to have them. All this enables theprogramme-setters to adjust questions and books for the next term.ere is no hackneyed fixed procedure: it is live and flexible all the
time.

Finally, the Director and various specialists go through all the
papers as they come in from the examiners. This leads to many letters
of advice and actual visits to homes and schools which seem to need
help.

The Teaching
It might be said that here in the actual class-work is the most

important part of the whole—true: but it is the aim all the while not to

let teachers feel in the least isolated. Headquarters and examiners are

constantly engaged in helping those who actually meet the children in

or out of the class-room.

Bridge-makers
To the ancient Romans the supreme link between God and man was

their Pontifex, the bridge-maker. Charlotte Mason strove to make all

of us bridge-makers between the divinity of true knowledge and of

human personality and our children’s minds. That is the essential

function of teaching. Here, let us say, is the Pythagorean theorem in

geometry, clear in the teacher’s mind, and he is to get it across to the

class
;
not indeed by any pons asinorum, but by a bridge of intelligent

interest linking the two sides. Or, in Form I, it could be just leading

young John across to the noble pathos of Harold and his defeat.

How is this bridging to be done? To return to the Mason principles,

there must be relevance to the subject all the time, wit no interposing

of the teacher’s personality to distract. And, supplementary to that,

there is to be respect for the integrity of each separate person in

^
class—to that end how much better it would be to break from trad.tio

and put the weak ones, who most need help, in the front seats .
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ti ;= tn bp the best book obtainable, and if it is a narrative

h™? Jrh as History or Literature, it is to be read quietly and told

baclT afterward s as I have described in giving: the principle of narration.

For Masco required three things ,n the class especially-

Ji L nuiet attention without distracting and irrelevant motives,

and^the pupil’s own active response. Given these conditions the story or

description 'till stay in the child’s mmd for good. No revision ,s

needed, or ever used, in P.U.S. work Nor does a term s work end

with the term; it is there still long after. Perhaps some Sixth Form

Girl’s essay discussing a novel will use a parallel from, say, the drama

of ‘Ruth’ or some nature-walk, or piece of music, once described in a

narration ’of years back. It is still there, part of herself for good.

' Disciplinaries

’

. . , , , . ,.

But what of the hard subjects, it will be asked, the disciplinary’

ones, as they are called? How can one apply narration to geometry or

multiplication or Latin syntax? Of course you can’t: but the point of

the telling-back was to do something about the new mental experience.

And if the pupil can prove that theorem with a figure on paper or at

the board, then, as surely as in re-telling a history event, the work is

assimilated and made his own.

There are, however, many slow by nature to grasp mathematics or

grammar—what is the teacher to do about them? Keep the work
relevant, suited to the child’s power of understanding. Give him a pro-

gramme easier than that of his Form; easy enough for the confidence

to return which Miss Mason wanted, and give him a sense of mastery

—

and, no doubt, with it the assurance that this teacher can teach after all !

Or let the French Dictte chosen be easy enough for some to get it all

right, and none to feel defeated and silly
;
for that is to offend against

their integrity.

Counsels of perfection? Yes, to be sure: and that is the way one
does advance.

Whole Person
Lastly, the teacher is going to pass on the child to an examiner: let

it be the whole child. As he opens the papers let him see first (in the
Remarks on N.2) a few lines of sympathetic description of the young
person being introduced to him. This means a little extra trouble, but
it can be very rewarding to the parent or teacher to have to pause and
00 < at all sides of the child—at interests and responsibilities that com-
pensate, perhaps, for poor bookwork; and to be glad after all that he is
not the exasperating failure he sometimes seems to be.
Examining

f?
* come to the third branch, that of examining the term’s work

tho^wt!

1
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reierrea. tor example, the mere repetition of ‘Fair’ or ‘Poor’throughout a Form’s work on some question is itself an indication thateither the book, or the question set, or the teacher has failed
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ecial Reports on whole schools which pass
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Head'|Uarters and afford further guidance as to how the work
is going.

Not Against the Book
We do not estimate the papers sent in against the book, as in somany other examinations; but against the work of many hundreds of

children doing the same programme. Vox populi
, vox dei—one might

say. II the majority of children fail on a given question, that is final—
it was too hard, or the book was poor, or poorly used. Failure is so
rare : not to get the point at least, even if meagrely told sometimes, is

to fall below the P.U.S. threshold; and if many do, something is wrong.

One hundred per cent

Also, following Charlotte Mason’s principle again, the examiners
are not shy of giving full marks, i.e- ‘Excellent’. Others, too, have

endorsed her point: the distinguished Headmaster, Sir Cyril Norwood,
once told the Assistant Masters’ Association:

‘I want to see a school examination so constructed that our good

boys and girls will regularly get 100 per cent, on all the papers ... I

want to see a pass standard of something like 70 per cent ... so that

our pupils can get the sense that they are learning something, learn-

ing to do something and proving it, and not have the feeling that they

are brought up against an almost insuperable barrier because they

have to do papers which are set by the examiners purely for testing the

abler candidates.’

And again an enlightened report on the old School Certificate

Examination said

:

‘The adoption of this principle of “easy papers and a high standard

of marking” does not involve any lowering of the standard o the

examination: what it does mean is that the standard wiHl be; a real one

and not a false standard, and will reach out to every child, not onlj

the clever ones.’ (H.M.S.O., 193 1
» Par * 4 )

Every child — would those, Principals and others, wb
® ^ tb*

nn o iqt-p fresh heart from those quotations.
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Some are worried . « » ufk is ?cLS?S
S‘“dSSf.to»t soy that Miss Mason and other advanced

educationists would have us look for the good in the weaker ones and

“T is^n facUound that the ordinary P.U.S. work serves well at the

preparatory school level as a training for the Common Entrance Exami-

S For the General Certificate Examination some necessary mod,-

ficadon of the ordinary programme is prov.dcd by Headquarters, for

Form V particularly.

n examiners here are not bound by the exigencies of

competition-no prize or job hangs upon the precision of their valuing

Hence there is a flexibility and absence of strain in their task, which

leads to a far truer estimate of the living person being judged than the

more rigid way could ever afford. I hi.s appears in the practice we have

developed of extending those simple words, ‘Good’, ‘Fair’, Poor’, etc.

A public examiner who gives 70 per cent, for some paper may have

reached that figure by combining, say, 30 for accuracy, 25 for detail, 15

for style. In such a case we should stop at the words which the 70 per

cent, represents, and say, perhaps—‘A full and careful report
;
English

rather weak’, without any figure at all.

Examiner at Work
Shall I give a little account of the actual examining? Some uneasy

teacher might protest that when an examiner sits down to a thousand

sets of papers, his judgment of relative values (on which the Mason
method especially rests) may be growing sound after the first hundred
or so, indeed; but what of the early ones? Such a difficulty could

assuredly apply to a new examiner beginning this kind of valuing, yet

it would be mitigated much by guidance from an experienced trainer

—

and, of course, it happens in public examinations, too, errors being
adjusted by a Board

; as they are here by supervision from Headquarters
Presently, though, the memory of previous sessions, and the constant

stream of late-comers from abroad, serve to keep the standards of
valuing continuous and flexibly relative. Nevertheless it remains true
that judgment does actually grow more assured as the first hundred
wears on

;
and possibly to review that hundred at a later stage might a

little modify some of the valuation. But against this has to be set the
point 1 hat in any such revision something of the fresh sweep, the sub-
conscious feeling for values, would be lost. The experienced examiner
himself has his mind set at ease on this score by finding that to take
any set of papers at random and re-value it, without looking at the
rst n.port sheet, does actually result in a very close correspondence

between the two markings.
There is in fact a rhythm in the swift but unhurried survey of the

papers before one that gives a living precision, which more meticulous
and laboured estimates cannot achieve. Moreover it is a different kind
o precision. t is the experience of most examiners elsewhere that they

uJ
* well below the maximum lest other papers come along
er an t e best so far. Charlotte Mason urged us not to press for

8
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r a French paper
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done well
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May I. to reinforce poin^ ^ret rf a^fhe'p'u Sexaminers do not evaluate ae-ainst kvwu u
ure
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rnat me P.U.S.

set by very many children doing the same work
*SV

nst the
.

standard

tions? One might ark. tha, thVlXdTld^obaYTbf f°oSstat'sttcaHy at 75 per cent., or even more, for these t£o reasons firsXthe children are, as I say, not being estimated against a book perfectio^-and secondly, because of the characteristic atmosphere in the readtagand telling-back of confidence, and of attention undistracted by
irrelevant mark-chasing, or personal likes and dislikes, hopes and fearsand the rest. There is a warm feeling in the class but not of that sort'
it is the eagerness that belongs to a well-told story, or to the mastery of
some point of syntax or of science.

3

CONCLUSION
My own concluding thought is of the quality offered here. Com-

petitive examinations beset us more and more today, and tend to sub-
merge in a kind of mass-education those personal values that Miss
Mason so earnestly wanted. The book must be of the best, she said:

and then it must be assimilated by each child in conditions of confi-

dence and quiet attention as it is read and told back. That is true

relevance both to the subject and to the young person taking it
;
there

is a danger that this may be lost in an excess of competition.

I wish those who suspect that the way of live interest is but the easy

way in education could see the Sixth Form essays from one of our larger

schools. I have lately reported on sixty or seventy from one school

(most of the fourteen girls offering five essays each), and almost every

one showed the personality of the writer, her real self, together with the

hard work put in and power of expressing it despite their vary ing

ability. Other schools outside our field could show similar strength in

their Sixth Form work, and more scholarships no doubt — the pupils

have usually been selected and trained to that end. But here, in these

essays I reviewed, you have a natural flowering of a pant & ro\\n

wholesomely right up from its roots in Form I. Modern pressure does

indeed require some special attention in our Form V for the: U u.

but in this Sixth Form work we are back in the natural serenity and

happiness of self-fulfilment, which belong to Charlotte Mason s idea

Given the courage to face dull work faithfully, and so to stiffen ffie

warm eagerness of narration, then the who e person
The duality

will find itself and the range of his ability be fully opened up..Jhe^hg
will be achieved which can redeem out c emocra lL

submergence in

danger of mediocrity ;
and save the individual from that suomer.ence

the mass which threatens today.

9
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CONFIDENCES OF AN EXAMINER
by G.H.A.S.

We P U S examiners express our reactions to a child’s efforts at

expression in a brief comment. These are listed on the report form N.i

uX the title of ‘Scale of remarks’. Sometimes it w.l be observed

S^at we allow ourselves to say a little more For example the remark

£00? may be followed by the statement that the work is clear but

short’ From this it is hoped that the examinee will make the correct

assumption that had he written more in the same vein he would have

qualified for the comment ‘Very Good’ or ‘Excellent’. Each examiner

tends to assemble and use an assortment of these secondary comments

;

the aim of them is not greater accuracy in assessment, which is not part

of the P.U.S. scheme of things at all, but at greater co-operation

between examiner, teacher and pupil, which is very much part of our

P
These secondary comments are themselves brief, and this article is

written in an attempt to explain and expand their implications.

Very often the comments are negative in form, as criticism so often

must be, but in every case they imply a constructive and positive

suggestion. They are meant to indicate the lack of some important

quality in the child’s work. If, therefore, we can establish what these

qualities are, then we shall at all events see the end of the road, how-

ever much, through the weakness of our children’s mortal nature, they

may still deviate on the way.
Careful analysis, guided by the Charlotte Mason philosophy, reveals

five such qualities. They are, relevance, accuracy, integration, sig-

nificance and economy. These five names may suggest rather a formid-

able standard, but we shall see that the things they stand for are really

quite simple. The order is, as a whole, unimportant. They are set out
in this particular order, because their first letters thus give us the

mnemonic RAISE, and surely no one will mind the examiner having
his fun !

But our first consideration must always be RELEVANCE, no matter
what comes after. And this in P.U.S. work has a special meaning. In
any examination it is obviously silly to tell the examiner what he does
not want to know, and has not asked for. But there is more to it than
this. Relevance implies not only knowledge, but judgment. The mind,
and not the memory only, is involved. To be relevant is to be in the
service of Truth, which means that a moral as well as a mental element
is engaged in this business of education.

This is not altogether new. Our very word ‘candidate’
(
candidus =

white) enshrines the memory of the white-robed aspirants for office, and
so may suggest to us the preparation, the purification, the discipline, the
onest work involved in our candidature. Every real examination is a

test not of our memories, but of ourselves, of our whole response to a
problem. We are not reporters, but judges.

This may seem far-fetched in relation to younger children, but it is
no rea y. child of three will pass judgment in the face of an adult.

pi I

Mother says: ‘John, I said “No”.’ and hark ™;u
‘But, I said “Yes” !’ It would be

k T 11 COme the response

:

with it, but the fact remains that John i/hisw/h -*°hn get away
is asserting an opinion maW a \a babyhood

< contra mundum,
humanhood

P ’ a JudSme"C emerging into true

This element of judgment is always present in P IT ^
The P.U.S. child is not to be catechisldor as£d'\«sUo„s hTu ioTtobe given an outline answer. He is tr> n.,t u

ne is not to

out what he likes, and stop when he likes. It £ Tohn'or MaryAat
'theexammer wants to meet not their parents or teachers. As in teach ^Charlotte Mason insisted that the teacher should stand aside so also

bC left freC - °nly S° Ca" tM. important

Even the little ones? Yes, especially the little ones. They indeed
rarely fail in relevance. They are the typical ‘pure in heart,’ the single-
minded. They see the thing in the round, and react whole-heartedlv u»
the situation, from the first, ‘Well,’ to the triumphant, ‘and that’s the
end.’

With older children their very eagerness is sometimes their undoing,
and so the disappointing comment comes, ‘Read the question,’ or ‘Keep
to the point.’ And whereas the little ones are expected to give the whole
story, the older ones have to learn more and more to select and arrange,
and so, with them, relevance implies a deliberate and conscious choice.

Supposing, in Geography, a map of the north-eastern states of the

U.S.A. is asked for and a child draws a map of the whole of North
America, the effort will be rejected, not because it is wrong—it may be

a very good map—but it is not relevant, ‘not as set’ as we say. There

has been a failure of attention or care. The judge has tried the wrong

case. In narration subjects the position is often more complicated, but

in every case the test of relevance will apply, and in time, a similar

privilege of choice will be exercised in the form of expression. To find

the mot juste will become as much an exercise in relevance as the choice

of subject-matter from Form IV onward.

The test of relevance shows our examinations as involving the exer-

cise of this wonderful and subtle power of choice, and makes them much

more important than memory tests.

Next on our list is ACCURACY. We have seen that a statement

may be accurate but irrelevant. If a man wants to go to a Post Othce

it is of no use to direct him to a railway station But it is still possible

to direct him wrongly to the Post Office. In other wor s, a *
. .

may be relevant, but inaccurate. This sort o
>

t tn
ff

‘n
, e >

produces a crop of such comments as muddled, as ra^

, exceD
When the P.U.S. method has established itself, ^aceura v • P

tional, though sometimes it will afflict a whole plaguyJ he

following instance is exceptional,^
nIB expressed the opinion that

our work as a whole. A girl in Form I P
. et but after

the Ballot Ac, was 'rather silly ^attention,
a little while they were discovered.

J ,\ ct\ though the signilicant

because it misses the whole point oi
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Sometimes, in a commendable effort to make bricks without straw,

a child will make the wildest statements, and, by chance, enrich the

world with ‘ schoolboy howlers’. From the examiner s point of view

these, although diverting, are unprofitable, and, dull as it may sound,

register only as a defect in accuracy. It may be significant that in over

twenty years of P.U.S. examining only one or two genuine howlers have

come this examiner’s way. The child who thought that the reference to

an ‘Italian band’ in the Acts of the Apostles meant that St. Paul s

wanderings were enlivened by an orchestra ought, perhaps, not to be

entirely forgotten !
, , „ TT _ . ,

Under this heading-

it must be pointed out that the P.U.S. examiner s

comments do not imply a nicely balanced less or more. To grasp a

principle is more important than meticulous accuracy in detail. Con-

versely a single slip may vitiate a whole answer. In Grammar, for

example, a child may show by one mistake that the real nature of the

subject-predicate principle is not understood, and therefore will appear

to receive little credit for some right (and lucky) guesses.

The third quality, INTEGRATION, is more difficult to deal with,

although simple enough to understand. It means merely that all our

bits of knowledge should be seen to be parts of wholes. A surgeon

learns by dissection, but his knowledge is of use only to whole bodies,

living men and women. So in school we learn by subjects, by lessons,

in bits and pieces, but these should be fitted in, first to their own con-

text, and then later on to the whole human scene as far as we are able

to comprehend it. Our comprehension will be less than that, say, of a

Wells or Toynbee, but there is no comprehension at all until our bits of

knowledge have a time and place, a context assigned to them.

Even the youngest can be encouraged to say when and where things

happen, and later on people and events should always be related to their

environment. This principle will be readily accepted in historical sub-

jects, and it is clearly the object of Century Books. But in other
subjects too, literature, music appreciation, picture study, it is important
for the child to see where a life or work belongs.

This integration is especially important in P.U.S. teaching, in which
the individual child’s personality is valued so highly. The very essence
of ‘narration’ is that the subject should be absorbed and integrated in

the child’s own mind, that it should become part of the child’s life. And
this examiner at all events, feels that more could be done to relate the
past to the present. To give an example—how rarely does one find that
in discussing church problems of the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries
the child is aware that he is talking of his own church, the one he goes
to on Sundays. And again, municipal and parliamentary events are
often discussed as things utterly remote from ordinary life. So let them
ask not only ‘How?’ but again and again, ‘When?’, ‘Where?’, and
later on Why?

,
because the tidier their knowledge is, the more readily

is 11 available, and the more does it become knowledge rather than
information.

And then we have SIGNIFICANCE. A statement, or a story, may
e reexant, accurate and in context, and yet not worth spending time
and trouble on. It is always so much easier to remember the gossipy

oddments used as illustrations th™ tv, 0 t

times these morsels are remembered to th P ^ they ,llustrate- Some-
the comments ‘trivial’ or ‘sunerfieial- ,

exduS1^ of ab else, and then
of all must still draw the examiner asid/Fn^Vi'

The younSest children

tell him an ancient tale, and the examiner' tV'T* confide"^ and
hearing it for the first time, and accent thP

P fetend he is

complete ignorance, if not stupidity ‘{’ll firn
h ' d

?
assumPt,on of his

understand.’ But as we grow uo we „ i

3 P 'CtUre 50 that they ’U

like expressions, may become
P
‘clich^s’^

' ^V^Sc*
1 '86

extracted, and the freshness and vigour we’ look for U f
goodness

and insignificant detail.
s ost in secondhand

Such mistakes may be called mistakes in perspective or mistakes of
focus - But a11 Photographers will know our efforts may be ‘insignificant-
in other ways. We cannot expect a good picture if our negatfve is toothin and indistinct through errors of exposure. In case of younger
children the weakness is often in the writing, which corresponds to The
printing process of the photographer. The picture is there, but it is so
hard to get on to the paper, and the comment may be, ‘Good, but short’,

Good so far . This weakness should have been overcome bv the time
or

the child reaches Form II A, and thereafter short narrations are described
as ‘thin’ or ‘meagre’ or ‘sketchy’. The image is just not there, and we
must conclude, never has been there, because things that really become
part of our minds, and significant to them, are not forgotten. Miss
Mason insisted on this element of the permanence of the impressions
made by ideas on the child’s mind. But these impressions are only per-

manent if the child accepts them as significant, not on anyone else’s

authority, by virtue of their own truth, interest and relevance. P.U.S.

lessons are carefully graduated according to the child’s age, and there-

fore the examiner concludes that if the picture is not received, there has

been a failure in the ‘exposure’, the significant rays of light have some-

how been interrupted in their passage from mind to mind.

And here it may be remarked that these ‘interruptions’ are not the

less undesirable, when they are deliberate and well-meant. Sometimes,

in an attempt to help, the teacher will embroider the text with imaginary

detail. This frequently occurs in Bible Lessons, and is most undesirable.

Here, of all places, the text must take care of itself, lest its o\\ n mag-

nificent artistry should be spoilt. The comment Keep to tie text

explains itself, but it should lie realised that a very important pnncip e

is at stake when it appears.

Lastlv, ECONOMY. This, like significance, becai
T
ies

,

more
..^

more important from Form IV onward. Often in orm 'vr
* r.

is fluent the child becomes a spendthrift of time
)
vords and 'd

, ,

'

having been encouraged for years to ‘write fully and tell a .
he now

may have the shock of reading the comment too .°ng ‘

question at

effort, or it may be that having given too^ Weg, we shall

the expense of another, the comment is ‘ r .. uave to learn

none of us be heard for our much speaking, an ™
0 f j;fe pa rt

,o practise economy sooner or later " -r Sn° of Vconomy
of the value of writing* verse is that it _ . rnr nn interview in

and self-control. Few of ns would present ourselves for an



a physically dishevelled stale. Vet djtt U “^Som
our written work; though perhaps neatly written,

^ ^ it ig im _

^tth^rto rit rthe best advantage. And remember

tha
In^nchi^on^ may remTr^tha^tl^

ourselves!

sidering are valid, not only in respect
themselves to be true to

We parents and teachers wish our c
them to take their

the best that we can teach them. ^J^^vironment. We want
useful place in the world, to e re

with trained and accurate

the„r ^ and man
’ r

fln<i

.^ vocation in life to be

economy, are essential to their full and useful development

We shall not be surprised at this mental-moral conjunction. O

motto is ‘Education is a life’. It is an essential P.U.S. principle that

The mind is an instrument of the self, and develops step by step with

Ee whole development of man. If it does not do so there is danger

To-dav we are appalled by the possibilities that confront us when man s

scientific achievement outstrips his moral development. It is to Miss

Mason’s eternal credit that she made the essential connection between

the two quite clear to educationalists long ago.
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NOTES ON EXAMINATIONS IN THE P.U.S*
by The Director

At recent conferences the P.U S W
ways planned to provoke general discussion

a
,

variety of

counter’, so we thought that this time uve „,r iT ,

b°th Sldes of the

approach so as to give you an idea of some of th
d ckan£e the anffle of

the P.U.S. Room at Low Nook in AmSL\L T* &S T tackle *
to programmes and examinations so I am p-oi’n^V

Pa !"tlcular reference

of the thoughts which arc in our ’minds and some of 'the'ways’m'whSwe prepare the examinations. in wmen
In the setting of the questions, each of us undertakes some part ofthis work and each of us submits our first efforts to the closest poss Wescrutiny of at least one other member of the staff. We find ‘ correcting

each others exercises a pastime which can be most provocative and
even entertaining.

Each form and each subject has a different character and a sense of
progress up the school must be as inherent in the questions as in the
material set for study. To illustrate this let me refer to one specific ex-
animation. I have chosen Number 183, Summer 1952.

Form Ib. ‘ Tell one Bible story you have heard this term from the Old
Testament. ’ This will be dictated to a friendly grown-up and asks only
for two things— the child’s own choice of a story and the words in which
to tell it.

Form Ia. ‘ Tell the story of (a) the first Ascension Day, or (b) the

lame man at the Gate Beautiful.’ Here the advance is in asking for a

specific story and, in Upper Ia, where the children’s fluency begins to

impose a severe strain on the amanuensis, in expecting one or two

answers to be self-written and therefore, of necessity, very considerably

condensed.

Form IIb. These questions differ very little in character from those

of Upper Ia, but the children are expected to write all, or nearly all, the

answers for themselves, therefore unconsciously their fluency is disci-

plined and careful economy of. words is practised. It is imposing too

severe a handicap to require ink-writing (except of course for practice in

writing lessons, etc.) at this stage, and the examiners cannot make

proper allowances for this handicap. It is quite o y°us, U1 1

J
c

^
hardly any exceptions, that a IIh pupil who sends in mk-wntte -

aminations would have done better in pencil.

Form 77a. Ink writing is compulsory and good s

is essential. A few questions are set whic i re

^
u

!.

r
5

, jj;s torv ‘ Tell how
facts from a number of lessons for examp e, n 1

; ^ Form II,

Henry VII became rich and how he used his
Amices the place of

• Composition ’

“r up' the' school, and there-

JrecU" rtT«eL"
d
ge"adi»g

?
For this and other reasons.

.. a * p iu r A Conference, Ambleside, April, IQ54

From a paper read at C.M.C.A. comerenuc,

*5
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purely imaginative questions are ra

D̂ *^|^itts^or ongi nal wrki^ 1

during the term Form II should have opportur
Story and

many of them do, of course, as mem er
term-time attention

Verse. In this form definite evident*
“rtfculariv in Natural

to maps and sketch drawings where applicable, partau )

questions require a ^
a^lTp“of ?h?D^°or

gmphing^i^hxiked
8

for^m'thds form^o^pport^
^cl^fi'^te^ethicai

oosftion^f including verse) and Citizenship demands some definite ethical

Sing_for example, ‘ Tell a story about Pompey which shows hi. am-

bition tor power 1 shall never forget my early attempts to do some

question setting under Miss Kitching’s guidance when, after several

hours of careful reading and planning, I took a set of Citizenship ques-

tions to her only to be told, ‘ My dear, those are history questions, not

citizenship!’

Form IV. Once again, as in Ia, fluency is in danger of becoming a

runaway steed, therefore the questions must be framed to control it

(though usuallv at least one opportunity is given for a straightforward

narrative), so we ask, ‘Outline the development of government in our

country since 1689 ’, or ‘ Write short accounts or definitions and give

examples of (a) dicotyledons,
(
b

)
Caryophyllaceae, (c) floral diagram’, and

occasionally for elementary instances of comparison and analogy. A Form

IV set of papers presents the examiners with greater bulk than any other

and should show evidence of a very full mind, learning to select what is

relevant to the question and therefore not likely to be too much troubled

in Form V where strict self-discipline is required as a preparation for

the General Certificate. Prdcis is expected, of course, and essay form,

and one eye on the clock—because the subjects are too big to deal with at

full length in the time available, therefore style must be pruned, format

studied and the question valued with a realisation of the exact meaning
of its wording, for example, ‘ Consider some Utopian ideals in the light

of modern ways ’, was a question where, alas, too many enthusiasts de-

voted all but the last sentence to the first half of the question !

Form VI. How I wish many more of you were familiar with the real

thrill of this near-adult work, sometimes part of the preparation for
Advanced G.C.E. and sometimes purely an adventure in personal study.
If you have seen a set of Form VI examinations and read the forewords,
you will have noticed that here we no longer have ‘questions’ but titles

—

‘The Wise Man of Ecclesiastes and Wisdom’ or ‘Man and His Reason’
or ‘History books I have enjoyed’ or ‘Some rogues of fiction’ or ‘Some
weather phenomena and their causes’. It often happens that a Form VI
pupil wishes to submit an essay on a subject not set on the programme ;

in this case we are always prepared to include a special title provided
proper notice is given, because this work is highly individual and if it
is to be real it must meet individual needs: we may get a request for
something suitable for a girl who is preparing to become a doctor, or for
one who has been reading a particular period of history because she

16

missed it on her way up the srhr.rU „
language.

y P SCh°° 1
’ ° r a Gentry essay in a foreigr

one
You may be thinking that my survev of
-sided because I have only dealt with win/

Muestions has been rather
narration subjects. I have done this deliher//^

k

t0° °ften loose
b' called

mathematics, languages, etc are tests in tl

° ' hecause the more formal
and differ very little lom of <he word
work exemplifies Miss Mason’s principle that an

’ whereas
.

the hterary
should ask, ‘ How much do you know about ? ,

exam 'nation question

a question, the difference between the more and’
Such

quantity of content rather than in the ratio of rieht an?
C PUP

‘
-

'eS ,n

of unrelated queries requiring short factual replied
Wr°ng “ * SCt

There is a very great deal more of interest in this part of our workwill only bring forward one more aspect of our subject -specSl memlbers- about which only a limited, though steadily increasing numberof our school teachers know Special membership is an arrfngemenmade through a school by which a pupil is entitled to send in examina-
tions each Christmas and summer, receive a personal report on them
anc

’
'"/dd.tion, be supplied with a copy of programmes and examina-

tions (for the interest of parents and pupil, who will find them full of
suggestions for good leisure reading and occupations). This report
differs from that of the usual specimen paper report on an independent
school or class in that it applies only to that one pupil (as for a home
schoolroom pupil), whereas the other is compiled and perhaps commented
on as an average specimen of the class and of the result of the work of
both pupil and teacher. When a school consists entirely or largely of
special member pupils, a general report of the work is available on
payment of a fee : this supplements the personal reports and is intended

as a guide to the principal and staff and as a basis for discussion (not

as in any sense a disciplinary measure!). In it strengths and weaknesses

are pointed out and continuity of commentary is maintained from one

year to another. To give you some idea of the character of such a docu-

ment I am going to quote from one issued at Christmas, hoping that

the school to which it refers will forgive me as I am quoting it quite

anonymously.
‘ The examination was taken by 91 out of the 93 children in the school.

The papers were, as usual, assembled and presented excellently. Tht

teachers* comments were careful and revealing, especially with regard

to the children’s character, and in the life of the school.

‘ The amount of work cov ered by the middle forms in the course of t le

term is very wide, though outside activities, walks, rides an games ar

evidently not neglected.
. ^

. ... 0
‘ Liveliness and vivacity appear in the narrations toge er

quite high standard of ability. Most children appear to ia\t i *

express themselves in words. In the examination we are concerned

what they express and how they express it. ,• •

‘And here the P.U.S. standards are quite clear. TheJ
^ ^

fluence both over ideas and their expression IS

rhildrcn’s minds
masters of thought and expression in t

*?
c

standards of litera-

have to be brought into close contact with the lug u-
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Hied is very important, and can

.ion. The text, therefore of the tooks
for „ ple ,

on the Bible

usually be left to speak (of
interes , away from what is vital,

narrative, often serve only to dive emphasise this point.

The comment “ keep to the text s
this clear . i he children’s

‘ Perhaps an illustration may^hdp detcrmined 5y the tradition of the

behaviour and manners will Mjag y and unconsciously, from

school. Their code will be absorb
» e of a school is a most potent

what they see around them, i ne
inner behaviour G r thought,

influence in this respect, bo witn
that

. which }t is surrounded.

The child’s mind will live and
point as the teachers will know.

Miss Mason was most empha
tbat this principle is very impor-

What the examiner wishes to
^ rds form as well. The great

tant, not only as regards;
conte

• idea|; but order, word economy,

^m^“trs:a^apprecia,ion of what£
^

-

and
‘ So^lkeep°to^heText” implies much more than a slavish adherence
So keep to ti e

J; d d not matter. What does matter is

t'L’/’theiZteTaciivitv of a deep and disciplined mind may be shared by

us and in time made our own. The P.U.S. examiner is looking for this

as soon as the technique of writing is mastered, and more and more as

the child progresses from Form to Form. It ,s the essential point of

p S teaching*. *
• » *

I hope I have been able to show you in a few small ways how the

P.U.S. examination brings into focus the term’s work for each pupil,

and quite a lot about its value to you as teachers, but, in case the idea

is fresh to you, I would like to close with the suggestion that there is

vet further use to which the questions may be put— namely, as models

for framing subjects for reports and essays to be set during the term.

When I was teaching I used to find them an invaluable guide for this

purpose, but not until I came to work on them from the issuing end,

did I quite realise why. Now in them I see plainly a pattern of progress
— a manner of approach and a demand appropriate to each age and
subject, which is as necessary a characteristic of successful written work
in exercise books as it is in examination papers, if we are to maintain
our tradition that proper education eliminates exaggerated preparation
for public examinations, that they really can be taken ‘ in the stride

’

of each suitable pupil, and that they need not be a hindrance to education
in its fullest sense, but rather an integral part of it, providing a sense
of achievement and a measure for growth. It is, as Charlotte Mason
so simply states, ‘ our part to see that every child knows and can tell

,

whether by way of oral narrative or written essay ’, and this applies far
beyond the limits of termly examination and indeed of the schoolroom
itself.
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